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 Simply put it is a way to save code and easy way you 

recall that saved code.

 Sometimes these keyboard macros are called 

keyboard abbreviations.

 They are REALLY helpful once you build them into your 

routine.

 They are magical, like a 

 Rememberall!

What are They?
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 Tools > Add or Shift + Ctrl + A

 Best if you have the code copied before starting to 

create the abbreviation.

How to Create Them.
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Paste/Type 

Code Here

Provide 

abbreviation 

here

Warning if it 

already exists



 Type in the pre-specified text/abbreviation into the 

enhanced editor window.

 Once text appears hit tab or return and the code gets 

placed in the window.

Calling a Keyboard Macro
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Abbreviation Description

Full Saved Code



Let’s See It Work
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Blank SAS Editor Window



Add the Header
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Done – Now add the details
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Pull in the libraries and 

setup stuff
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Done – now add the details
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Create the frequency
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Done – just tweak
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Prepare the freq output
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Done – just add in the guts 
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Transpose the data
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Done
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Add in continuous stats
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Done – just modify per data
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Transpose mean data
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Done
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Create a blank template for 

missing data
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Done – just modify per data
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Finalize program code
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Done – just put in the details
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Create the report
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Done – just change what’s 

needed.
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We just created a table in 

like 1 minute!!

 Shhhhh… don’t let them know.  

 Think of the possibilities! 

 Instead of complicated templates just do it piece by 

piece.

 What else can we do?
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A few quick ones that I like.
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A few more, because I like 

them.
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 Not comprehensive in any way, but to provide a 

number of uses of the keyboard macros that I’ve found 

effective.

 Creating array templates, code for preparing data prior 

to a PROC FREQ, common code for PROC 

TEMPLATE, EXCELXP Tagsets, X commands, FMTLIB 

code in PROC FORMAT, PROC IMPORT, PROC 

FREQ,  PROC MEANS, PROC UNIVATIATE, Capturing 

P-values, PROC SQL, PROC TRANPOSE, dataset 

templates, PROC REPORT, PROC COMPARE, 

date/time conversions, company log warnings, 

programmer name.

Effective Uses
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 Tools> Keyboard Macros > Macros or Ctrl + Shift + M.

Managing the Keyboard 

Macros
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Main Keyboard 

Macro Window



Import/Export them

 In case you switch computers, move to a server based 

system or you decide to work for us.
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Browse Window for 

Importing/Exporting 

Keyboard Macros

Select all or certain 

macros then export or 

import from a location.



 Instead of typing in an abbreviation an even simpler 

way is to create a shortcut key.

Creating a Shortcut Key
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Main Keyboard 

Macro Window 

Select Assign Keys

Type in 

shortcut key 

wanted



Using System Commands
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Simply select 

Create..

Lots of options 

for date/time.

Once selected you 

can re-organize if 

needed

Add macro name

There are many command 

options when the Category 

‘All’ is selected.  Have fun 

Exploring!



Create Current Date in 

DDMMMYYYY format
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 How to create an abbreviation

 Ideas for abbreviations

 How to manage abbreviations

 Creating a shortcut key

 Using system commands

 Take the initiative create one soon and begin 

programming even better.

Summary
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Questions?
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Contact Me!

Name: Steve Black

Organization: Agility Clinical Inc.

Address: 6005 Hidden Valley Rd.

City, State ZIP: Carlsbad, CA 92011

Work Phone: 760-658-5919

E-mail: sblack@agility-clinical.com
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